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What is Package-X ?

Package-X is a Mathematica package to (mainly) calculate one-loop integrals analytically.

Calculations carried out in 3 steps:

Released in 2015 :

1.

2.

Important goal: EASY TO USE

3.
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What is Package-X ?
Version 2 Released in 2016 :
A)  boxes

A.I.Davydychev 
arXiv: 9307323
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C)  improved numerics
machine 
precision

arbitrary 
precision

B)  series expansions
Large mass expansion (m ~ ∞)

Forward limit (t ~ 0)

What is Package-X ?
Version 2 Released in 2016 :
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Version 2 Released in 2016 :

What is Package-X ?

D)  Dirac algebra
Calculate traces (already in v1.0)

Put open fermion lines in canonical form:

Compute a Feynman diagram (QED vertex function):

q
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Version 2 Released in 2016 :
E)  Intuitive and readable user interface
Input and Output in StandardForm

Traditional form also available!

What is Package-X ?

F)  Integrated documentation 
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Version 2 Released in 2016 :
E)  Intuitive and readable user interface
Input and Output in StandardForm

Traditional form also available!

F)  Integrated documentation 

What is Package-X ?
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Package-X can generate analytic expressions for arbitrarily high rank 
tensor integrals with up to four distinct propagators, 
each with arbitrary integer weight, 
giving UV and IR divergent, and finite parts at arbitrary (real-valued) kinematic points, 
and can can construct multivariable Taylor series expansions near arbitrary (non-singular) 
kinematic point to arbitrary order. 

Package-X can calculate traces of  products of  gamma matrices, and perform tensor algebraic 
operations on open fermion lines. 

Package-X can numerically evaluate scalar basis functions with either machine precision (fast) and 
arbitrary precision (slow) at any kinematic point.

What is Package-X ?

Selected features of  Package-X

skip
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What is Package-X ?

Applications:  anything… except fully differential cross sections
- shift in vacuum expectation values 
- shift in pole mass 
- wavefunction renormalization 
- electroweak oblique parameters 
- particle electromagnetic moments (EDMs, polarizability, …) 
- 2 body decays, 3 body decays 
- counterterms 
- wilson coefficients 
- cross sections at threshold 

 …
Motivation:

Until Package-X, there was no comprehensive one-loop package available. 
There are semi-analytic packages (like FeynCalc,…) and numerical ones (like LoopTools,…) 

- Sometimes difficult to use 
- Does not always get an answer, like at vanishing Gram determinant, etc…
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New in Package-X 2.1
A) Command-line readiness
Before, names of  keywords were the symbols Now, keywords have proper full names, 

and parse into full names by front-end.

All old front-end notebooks continue to work, 
but now also convenient to use command-line and edit .m (.wl) files:
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1.

2.

3.
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New in Package-X 2.1
B) Calculate the discontinuity across normal threshold cut for any one-loop integral:
Set option Part→Discontinuity[s] to LoopRefine

Applications: 

- Compute tree-level cross sections 
(optical theorem) 

- Leptogenesis: only need imaginary 
parts of  1-loop diagrams

Important!
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April 2016, COLLIER released!

- Numerical library of  Passarino-Veltman functions (scalar and tensor integrals) 
- Arbitrarily high rank and arbitrarily many legs 
- Dimensional regularization and mass regularization 
- Complex internal masses 
- Dedicated expansions near vanishing Gram/Cayley determinants 
- Two independent implementations (and nothing to do with FF library)

Bring to Mathematica!  ⟹  CollierLink
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CollierLink
Three features -
1.  Direct numerical evaluation of  Passarino-Veltman functions

complex 
masses

C

under the hood…

binary bundled 
with CollierLink

generated when 
first loaded

libcollierX.dylib

collierlink-10-3.dylib

Mathematica Kernel

in C: 
LibraryLink

in Fortran:
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CollierLink
Three features -
2.  Automatic code generation, compilation, and relinking

pretend 
this is 
many 
pages 
long…

Optimize expression 
(Experimental`OptimizeExpression)

Convert expression 
to pseudocode

Translate 
pseudocode 
to C code

Compile with 
available compiler 
(clang or gcc)

Relink

creates 
temporary 
ccf1Lib-xxxx.dylib

temporary 
dylib

under the hood…
makes abbreviations 
for common 
subexpressions

Prime COLLIER 
cache system

evaluate at few 
random points

Evaluates with machine-code speed!
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CollierLink
Three features -
2.  Automatic code generation, compilation, and relinking

Each CollierCompiledFunction gets its own cache

No conflicts 

uses COLLIER’s cache system — And CollierCompiledFunction can be parallelized!

Each parallel kernel gets its own copy of  dylib
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3.  Automatic Fortran code generation

Idea is to be able to easily plug this 
code into popular event generators 
MCFM, MadGraph, … 

Prime COLLIER 
cache system

evaluate at few 
random points
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Optimize expression 
(Experimental`OptimizeExpression)

Convert expression 
to pseudocode

Translate 
pseudocode 
to C code

Compile with 
available compiler 
(clang or gcc)

Relink

creates 
temporary 
ccf1Lib-xxxx.dylib

under the hood…
makes abbreviations 
for common 
subexpressions

Translate 
to Fortran 
code

CollierLink
Three features -
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Summary

★ Introduced Package-X, described its salient features 

★ Described updates in upcoming release Package-X v2.1 

★ Introduced new package, CollierLink

1.  Direct numerical evaluation of  Passarino-Veltman functions 
2. Automatic code generation, compilation, and relinking 
3. Automatic Fortran code generation

Together with CollierLink, Package-X provides a user-friendly yet 
truly comprehensive tool for the calculation of  one loop integrals.

Conclusions:

Applications:  anything… except fully differential cross sections


